Image-based approaches
Athitsos and Sclaroff presented an appearance-based framework for hand shape classification (Athitsos & Sclaroff, 2002) . Given an input image of a segmented hand, the objective was to classify hand shapes by finding the most similar matches using a large database of synthetic hand images. Wachs et al. described the issue of reconfigure ability of a hand-gesture recognition system (Wachs et al., 2005) . They addressed the difficult problem of simultaneous calibration of the parameters of image processing and fuzzy C-means (FCM) components of a hand-gesture recognition system. Froba & Ernst proposed a method based on the Modified Census Transform (MCT) for face detection (Froba & Ernst, 2004) . Their method was further applied by Just et al. to the hand posture classification and recognition tasks with success (Just et al. 2006 ). Malima et al. proposed a fast algorithm for automatically recognizing a limited set of gestures from hand images for a robot control application (Malima et al., 2006) . Their approach contained steps for segmenting the hand region, locating the fingers, and finally classifying the gesture. Argyros and Lourakis presented a vision-based interface for controlling a computer mouse via two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) hand gestures (Argyros & Lourakis, 2006) . In their research, 2D and 3D vocabularies were based on intuitiveness, ergonomics, and ease of recognition criteria. However, only the first two factors were included with the authors' own consideration. Chen and Chang presented an image-based hand-pose recognition system (Chen & Chang, 2007) . Their system combined both the shift-distances and the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) features to recognize a set of different hand-poses. Furthermore, both weak and strong classifiers were used to improve the classification accuracy.
Glove-based approaches
Fang et al. used the CyberGlove and presented an additional layer to enhance the hidden Markov models (HMM) architecture with self-organizing feature maps (SOFM), while introducing a fuzzy decision tree in an attempt to reduce the search space of recognition classes without loss of accuracy (Fang et al., 2004) . Gao et al. used the CyberGlove and presented a SOFM/SRN/HMM model for signer-independent continuous sign language recognition (SLR) . This model applied the improved simple recurrent network (SRN) to segment continuous sign language in terms of transformed SOFM representations, and the outputs of SRN were taken as the HMM states in which the lattice Viterbi algorithm was employed to search for the best matched word sequence. Su et al. created a new data glove and presented a SOMART system for the recognition of hand gestures (Su et al., 2006) . In addition, the concept of SOMART system could also be applied to hand movement trajectory recognition. Heumer et al. presented a comparison of various classification methods for the problem of recognizing grasp types involved in object manipulations (Heumer et al., 2007) . Because of the flexible structure of human hands, the implied information can be very different in terms of shapes of hand-poses, locations of human hands, or trajectory. The aforementioned systems focused on recognizing hand-postures by extracting features such as hand-shapes from single image with success. However, single hand-pose may not be sufficient for fully interpreting the dynamic information of the human user. In this regard, a number of researches have also been investigated for hand tracking (Chen et al., 2003; Shan et al., 2004; Stenger et al., 2006) . Instead of using single image for hand-pose recognition, the techniques could be used for capturing the dynamic information by tracing the locations of human hands in a sequence of images (i.e., video).
Motivation and objective
To date, personal computers are mainly designed to use a mouse or a keyboard as the input device to interact with human users. Home television or entertainment system often requires a remote control as the input device to receive control commands from human users. We anticipate that human-machine interaction could be greatly improved using a video device (e.g., a webcam) as the sole input device that automatically captures the human's motion (e.g., hand-poses or gestures) and interprets the implied information of the human user. The design is typically aimed for the goal that the input device could be free of direct contact with the human user to improve the convenience (Graetzel et al., 2004) . In this content, we propose an "automatic hand-pose trajectory tracking system using video sequences." The objective is to automatically determine the hand-pose trajectory using image and video processing techniques. The system can be used to input video data and analyze the hand-pose in each frame, quantitatively characterize the hand-pose, and determine the hand-pose trajectory of fingertips with the assumption that the hand-pose remains invariant. Furthermore, the system is designed with an attempt to determine the hand-pose trajectory using video sequences such that the human user does not need to wear special motion sensors or markers. As a result, the hand-pose trajectory could ultimately be used as an input to a user-interface that is able to interpret the given information for computer or machine control.
Method
Our system is designed to process two-dimensional (2D) video sequence with single video camera. The system hypotheses include the following: 1. The human hand must be the dominant object in images (frames) of the video sequence; 2. The hand-pose can be formed by either front or back of the palm, but without overlapping or crossing fingers; 3. Hand-pose is defined with a bare hand and not occluded by other objects; and 4. A still video camera is required with sufficient environment illumination. Fig. 1 shows an example of the automatic hand-pose trajectory tracking yielded by our system. The hand-pose trajectory is defined as the motion path of the fingertip (index finger) with the assumption that the hand-pose remains invariant during motion. Fig. 2 shows the terminology of a human hand used in our system. In general, the human hand consists of the arm, the palm, and the fingers in a hand image. Hand-pose is defined as the hand shape formed by the palm and fingers only, regardless of the arm. The palm is located at the interior region, while the fingers are located at the exterior region of the human hand. The center axis is defined as the straight line passing through the geometric center of the hand-pose. In addition, a hand-pose trajectory is defined as the motion path of a fingertip. Therefore, multiple fingertips can generate multiple hand-pose trajectories. Fig. 3 shows a simplified flow chart of our "automatic hand-pose trajectory tracking system using video sequences". The main processes include preprocessing, segmentation of palm and fingers, feature extraction, and trajectory tracking. The preprocessing is used to determine the location of the hand-pose, while removing irrelevant information (e.g., noise, background, and arm). A rule-based approach is then proposed for the segmentation of palm and fingers in an attempt to isolate each finger from the palm. In addition, the handpose is further characterized with a set of features (e.g., number of fingers, fingertip's coordinates, etc.). Finally, if the hand-pose remains invariant during motion, the system is aimed to trace the hand-pose trajectory of the fingertip. In our system, the three processes (i.e., the preprocessing, the segmentation of palm and fingers, and the feature extraction) are performed in a frame-by-frame basis, while the trajectory tracking is performed to record the hand-pose trajectory in the whole video sequence.
Preprocessing
The objective of the preprocessing is to identify the hand-pose region in a hand image (frame), while removing irrelevant information (e.g., noise, background, and arm). The processes include gray-level transformation, smoothing, edge detection, hand-pose contour 
Gray-level transformation
The original color image is converted to gray-level image using the following equation:
where Y is the intensity of the gray-level image; R, G, and B are the color components of the color image.
Smoothing
Smoothing is applied to remove image noise. The technique of "averaging with rotating masks" (Sonka 2007 ) is used in an attempt to enhance boundaries of the human hand in images, while removing image noise.
Edge detection
After smoothing, edge detection is applied by the system to detect edges or boundaries of the human hand. The Canny edge detection (Canny, 1986 ) is selected for the purpose. After the edge detection, the morphological processing (Gonzalez, 2008 ) is applied to refine the boundaries.
Hand-pose contour search
With the assumption that a human hand is the dominant object in the image, the hand-pose contour search is applied to extract the dominant object (main region) associated with the human hand. The process starts by filling the interior of each closed region, and then selects the region of the largest area (number of pixels) as the human hand region.
Arm removal
During the image acquisition, a human hand typically includes the arm that is irrelevant to the hand-pose recognition. This process is aimed to remove the arm and identify the handpose region for further processes. Detection of the center-axis -Given the image with the identified human hand region ( Fig.  5(a) ), the objective is to detect the center-axis (Fig. 5(b) ) that best represents the orientation of the human hand region. In practice, the least-square approximation (Cormen, 2001 ) is used to fit all the pixels (x i , y i ), i = 1…N in the human hand region. If the least-square line is defined as y = r 0 + r 1 x, then the vector r can be solved using the following equations:
where 1 2 1 1 and
Identification of the arm and palm boundary -Based on the center-axis of the human hand region, the objective is to identify the arm and palm boundary. Our system is designed with the following two assumptions: (1) the boundary is perpendicular to the center-axis; and (2) the boundary can be located where the measured arm widths change dramatically. In practice, the system starts by locating the initial pixel at the image boundary and defines a set of normal lines that are perpendicular to the center-axis (Fig. 5(c) ). Let (x i , y i ) denote the pixel coordinates on the center-axis y = r 0 + r 1 x, the normal line equation can be defined as: 
The arm and palm boundary can be located where the variance V exceeds a pre-defined threshold T v .
Segmentation of the arm and hand-pose regions -After the arm and palm boundary is found, the segmentation is straightforward. If the line equation of the boundary is defined as y = ax + b. All foreground pixels can thus be classified as either in the hand-pose region or in the arm region by simply examining if y ≥ ax + b or y < ax + b (Fig. 5(d) ). As a result, the hand-pose r e g i o n c a n b e i d e n t i f i e d b y s e t t i n g a l l f o r e g r o u n d p i x e l s i n t h e a r m r e g i o n a s t h e background, resulting in the hand-pose region (Fig. 5(e) ).
Segmentation of palm & fingers
In this content, the hand-pose is defined as the hand shape formed by palm and fingers only. Here, we propose a method for the segmentation of palm and fingers in hand images. The objective is to further segment the hand-pose region into palm region and finger region(s). Fig. 6 shows a simplified flow chart for the segmentation of palm and fingers in hand images. The method can be described in three processes: (1) Definition of centroid & quadrants; (2) Rule-based radius search; and (3) Region correction.
Definition of centroid & quadrants
Ideally, the system is aimed to identify the palm region first and segment finger regions from the palm region. In practice, we define the centroid P(x mid , y mid ) that is close to the actual center of the palm by:
where (x i , y i ) ∈ R and R is the hand-pose region. M is the number of pixels in the hand-pose region. Fig. 7 shows an example of the identified centroid P(x mid , y mid ) given the hand-pose region. Using the centroid as the origin in the polar coordinate system, the hand-pose region can be further partitioned into four quadrants I, II, III, and IV, respectively.
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Rule-based radius search
In this step, the system design is based on the assumption that the palm is located at the interior region, while the fingers are located at the exterior region of the hand-pose region. Because of the complex structure of human hands and various hand-poses, segmentation of palm and fingers is not an easy task. To overcome the problem, the system is designed to find a radius and draw a one-quarter circle for each of the four quadrants. As a result, in each quadrant, the interior of the circle is identified as the palm region, while the exterior of the circle is identified as the finger regions. Given the polar coordinate system, the method is similar to the concept of "signatures" used in boundary description for object recognition (Gonzalez, 2008) . Fig. 8 shows an example of the distance-versus-angle signatures r(θ) used to simplify the 2D hand shape in each quadrant into 1D signatures. The contour distance r is selected at the furthest point from the centroid, while the angle θ ranges from 0˚ ~ 90˚. The corresponding 1D signatures are shown in Fig. 9 . From the 1D signatures for the hand-pose region, the following properties can be observed: 1. The distances from boundary pixels of the fingers to the centroid are generally larger; 2. The distances from boundary pixels of the palm to the centroid are generally smaller; 3. At least one quadrant contains no fingers, or belongs to the palm region. Based on the 1D signatures, the system then computes the maximum (MAX), the minimum (MIN), and the average (AVERAGE), respectively. In addition, the three values X, Y, and Z are computed as:
Therefore, the relationship X + Y = Z holds (Fig. 10) . Following the aforementioned three observed properties, a rule-based approach is presented for the segmentation of palm and fingers. In practice, the system finds a radius for each quadrant using the five rules given below: 1. Rule 1 -The quadrant with the minimum Z. Because the distances from the boundary pixels of palm to the centroid are generally smaller, this quadrant is most likely to contain the palm region with no fingers. The system selects MAX as the radius. likely to contain the palm region in hand-poses with few fingers (e.g., fist). If the quadrant is adjacent to the quadrant with minimum Z, the system selects MAX as the radius. Otherwise, the system selects AVERAGE as the radius. A graphical demonstration of the five rules is given in Fig. 11 . Given the hand-pose region in Fig. 7 , the rule-based radius search is applied for each of the four quadrants and the result is shown in Fig. 12 . The interior of the one-quarter circle is classified as the palm region, while the exterior of the one-quarter circle is classified as the finger regions. As a result, the initial segmentation of palm and fingers is achieved. In this example, the quadrant I satisfies the Rule 2; the quadrant II satisfies the Rule 1; and the quadrant III and IV satisfy the Rule 5, respectively. 
Region correction
The objective of region correction is to verify if the initial segmentation of palm and fingers is correct. This process will retain misclassifications of the palm and finger regions if necessary. Region correction can be described in two steps: palm correction and finger correction. Palm correction - Fig. 13 shows an example of the hand-pose image after the palm correction. In this example, the quadrant I satisfies the Rule 4, the quadrant II satisfies the Rule 2, the quadrant III satisfies the Rule 1, and the quadrant IV satisfies the Rule 5. As seen in the quadrant III, the thumb is not correctly classified as the finger region. Based on the assumption that palm region is a connected region in the hand-pose region, palm correction is applied to verify if the straight line as extended from the centroid to the boundary remains inside the hand-pose region. If so, the pixels are still classified as the palm region. Otherwise, the pixels are classified as the finger region instead. Finger correction -The objective is to verify if each of the remaining regions is correctly identified as the finger region. Fig. 14 shows an example of the finger correction, where the Fig. 13 . An example of the palm correction. In the quadrant III, the thumb is misclassified as the palm region. After the palm correction, the thumb is re-classified as the finger region.
region is correctly classified as the finger region and the region is initially misclassified. Here, the system determines the center-axis using the least-square approximation for each of the remaining region. Then, the lengths either inside the palm region (green) or outside the palm region (yellow) are compared. If the green line is longer than the yellow line, the region remains. Otherwise, the region is re-classified as the palm region. The system determines the center-axis of each remaining region and the lengths either inside the palm region (green) or outside the palm region (yellow). After the finger correction, the region is re-classified as the palm region.
In summary, Fig. 15 shows an example of the segmentation of palm and fingers. In this example, the original hand-pose region ( Fig. 15(a) ) is segmented into two regions: the palm region ( Fig. 15(b) ) and the finger region ( Fig. 15(c) ), respectively.
Feature extraction
The objective of the feature extraction is to quantitatively determine several features using the hand-pose region. In our system, the following features are computed: 1. Number of fingers: The number of identified finger regions is used as the number of fingers; 2. Fingertip's coordinate: Based on the center-axis of each finger region (following the finger correction), the (x, y) coordinate on the center-axis that is farthest from the centroid is recorded as the fingertip's coordinate; 3. Fingertip-centroid distance: The fingertip-centroid distance is calculated as the Euclidean distance from the fingertip to the centroid; 4. Angle of two fingertips: If multiple fingers are identified, the angle of two fingertips is also determined. Here, only the maximum angle is computed as the hand-pose feature. Fig. 16 shows an example of the feature extraction. In this example, the number of finger is 1, the fingertip's coordinate is recorded as (91, 195) , the fingertip-centroid distance is 118 (pixels), and the angle of two fingertips is 0° (only 1 finger identified). 
Trajectory tracking
In this step, the system objective is to determine the hand-pose trajectory automatically. Our system is designed to trace changes of the fingertip's position with the assumption that the hand-pose remains invariant. Fig. 17 shows the flow chart of the system processes for the hand-pose trajectory. Here, the frame t old is the old frame (or the anchor frame), while the frame t new is the new frame (or the target frame). The system processes can be described as follows.
Hand-pose size-error
The first indication if the hand-pose remains invariant is that the hand-pose size remains approximately the same. Here, the system determines the hand-pose size (number of pixels in the hand-pose region) for both frames and calculates the hand-pose size-error ε by:
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where S old and S new is the hand-pose size in the old frame and the new frame, respectively. If the hand-pose size-error ε is less than a pre-defined threshold T (T = 75% was empirically selected), the hand-pose is presumed to remain invariant. Further feature matching is applied. Otherwise, the system assumes that the hand-pose has changed and stops tracing the hand-pose trajectory temporarily.
Feature matching
The second indication if the hand-pose remains invariant is that the features (i.e., number of fingers, fingertip-centroid distance, and angle of two fingertips) remain approximately the same. The system assumes that the hand-pose has changed between the two frames if any of the following conditions occur: (1) the number of fingers has changed; (2) a ±10% change in the fingertip-centroid distances; or (3) a ± 3° change in the angle of two fingertips.
Trajectory update
If the hand-pose remains invariant between two frames, the system updates the hand-pose trajectory by recording the fingertip's coordinate as determined in the new frame. Otherwise, the system stops tracing the hand-pose trajectory.
Results
In this section, system results of the automatic hand-pose trajectory tracking are demonstrated. In our experimental design, the video camera NICON D90 was used to capture the video, and the Microsoft AVI file format was used for storage. All the experiments were carried out using the personal computer Intel Core Duo T5500 1.66G, RAM 2G. Software development included the Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 with the OpenCV 1.1 pre as the auxiliary software. In addition, all the hand-pose video data were acquired to meet the system hypotheses as described in Section 2. Fig. 18 shows the results of the hand-pose trajectory of single fingertip (index finger) that forms a "D". Fig. 19 shows the results of the hand-pose trajectories of multiple fingertips (all five fingers) that form a "Scratch". Fig. 20 shows the results of the hand-pose trajectories in which the hand-pose has changed from single finger to double fingers. 
Conclusion
In this content, an automatic hand-pose trajectory tracking system using video sequences is presented. The results demonstrated that our system could reasonably trace the hand-pose trajectory with the assumption that the hand-pose remains invariant during motion. The techniques were based on the rule-based approach in segmenting palm and finger regions. In addition, feature extraction and matching were applied to trace the fingertip's position and determine if the hand-pose remains invariant. Even in a situation when the hand-pose changed, our system was demonstrated to be able to re-trace the hand-pose trajectories in the video sequences. In essence, the objective of our system was very different from other hand-pose recognition systems with the primary goal to recognize various hand-poses. Instead, our system was designed to trace the hand-pose trajectory. Therefore, only a limited set of hand-poses were tested. Ultimately, our system could be integrated with the hand-pose recognition system if the tracing of hand-pose trajectory is limited in pre-defined hand-poses only (e.g., specific user-controlled commands) to enhance the functionality of a user-interface. At present, our system was designed in an attempt to process in a frame-by-frame basis which is still time-consuming. For real-time applications, the system performance must be further improved in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. A hardware implementation of the techniques could offer a potential solution to the problem. However, our system shows encouraging results that clearly define the future potentials in developing a convenient userinterface.
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